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H
orse racing has been in my 

blood from the beginning—from 

racing my half-Thoroughbred/

half-Shetland pony in the county 

fairs to my parents’ training and 

racing mostly cheap claimers around Kentucky. 

I pretty much grew up on the backside of Chur-

chill Downs and considered it my second home. 

I vividly recall all the scorching hot summers at 

Ellis Park and the midnight rides home on icy 

roads coming back from Latonia, now Turfway 

Park.

 Growing up, I had no idea that a commercial 

market for Thoroughbreds even existed. All I 

knew was racing and that was my focus. After 

leaving my hometown of Louisville to study 

structural engineering at the University of Ken-

tucky, I began to meet more and more peo-

ple in the racing and breeding business. Here 

I was, a college student without much money 

who loved horseracing and had a passion for 

pedigrees. The question then was, “How could 

I breed the best racehorse possible out of my 

claiming-level mares with only a small budget 

for stud fees?” I absolutely needed to get the 

most bang for my buck. My engineering mind 

kicked in and I decided it had to be done with 

the utilization of pedigrees. This is when my true 

passion for breeding racehorses through exten-

sive pedigree analysis began.

 Success is relative, especially for a 20-year-

old who had just won nearly $90,000 in purse 

money in two-months’ time with three good 

allowance horses. It might as well have been 

$900,000 in my mind. I had bred a few useful 

horses and I was hoping their success was in 

part due to my extensive mating analysis and 

not just blind luck.CLARK SHEPHERD
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 I now know it is what I call “designed luck.” Fast 

forward a few years, my direct work has helped 

produce nine graded stakes winners (three of 

them Grade 1 winners, including a Kentucky 

Derby winner and champion) and countless 

stakes winners, graded stakes-placed runners 

and consistent allowance horses. All these hors-

es have been produced by what I call OPTIMAL 

Matings.

 I will never forget the day that Bert Welker 

walked into my office and said, “Kingmambo has 

been sidelined and we need to find a stallion 

for Dalicia.” At the time, Bert and I worked for a 

now-defunct stallion farm. He was the general 

manager and I sold stallion seasons and also 

served as a pedigree analyst. After analyzing 

the mare with the possible stallions we had in 

the barn, I determined that Leroidesanimaux 

produced an OPTIMAL Mating with the mare 

and would give us the greatest chance to pro-

duce a superior racehorse even though at the 

time, Medaglia d’Oro was the obvious commer-

cial choice. My definitive stallion selection did 

not initially prove to be very popular with the 

principals involved. Physically, it made sense, 

and on paper, it made sense to breed Dalicia to 

Leroidesanimaux but he was obviously not the 

best commercial choice. Eventually, the deci-

sion came down from the top that she would be 

bred to “Leroi.” Thus, Animal Kingdom came to 

be, and we all know the rest of the story.

An OPTIMAL Mating is a comprehensive snap-

shot of a seven-generation pedigree that incor-

porates seven time-tested breeding theories 

and gives breeders the greatest opportunity to 

breed a superior racehorse. No single theory 

is capable of achieving an exceptional runner 

with every breeding, but occasional success is 

expected. A broodmare gets one chance per 

year to prove her ability to produce. The time 

and investment of breeding are critical factors. 

Wouldn’t it make sense to increase the odds by 

breeding to the most compatible stallion?
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Some of the pedigree aspects considered during an OPTIMAL Mating 

analysis include outcrossing, inbreeding, linebreeding, gender balanc-

ing, gender-balanced linebreeding and reinforcing female families. 

Here are some key points to consider with OPTIMAL Matings:

It is extremely important not to ignore the phys-

ical comparisons of the stallion and the mare.

Inherited qualities will appear in the resulting 

foal with the same physical strengths or weak-

nesses as the duplicated ancestor in the pedi-

gree.

Strive for a balanced pedigree that embraces 

the contributions from top female families and 

you will improve the odds of success in breeding 

a superior racehorse.

Inbreeding should be no closer than 3x4 or 4x3.

Gender balancing and gender balanced line-

breeding are an extremely important part of 

breeding superior racehorses (see the examples 

of gender balanced line breeding to the right).

Some female families consistently produce the 

best runners. Some female families consistently 

produce the best sires. The proper combinations 

of both types of female families are needed to 

produce runners of exceptional ability.

Genetic strength comes from combining the 

correct female families by choosing sires con-

taining compatible female families in their ped-

igree.
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A “black box” tool. An OPTIMAL Mating is ex-

tremely powerful, but it should be used as just 

another tool in breeding or selecting race pros-

pects. Physical compatibility evaluations of each 

horse bred is very important. Typically, I list all 

stallions within a desired stud fee range that 

create OPTIMAL Matings with a given mare and 

then reduce that list based on physical compat-

ibility. I then reduced the remaining list even fur-

ther by deciding which stallion makes the most 

sense for commercial appeal. OPTIMAL Matings 

should be used with any other selection or eval-

uation method that someone uses and has had 

success with or feels comfortable with. When 

several indicators start pointing to the same re-

sult, then special consideration should be made 

for the mating or the sales prospect.

A nick rating. Nicks are widely used, and some 

breeders believe them to be the “Holy Grail” of 

selection practices. Nicks are produced by com-

paring a sire line to a broodmare sire line with no 

regard for female families. Not even the mare’s 

direct female family. OPTIMAL Matings consider 

every individual and their female family within 

seven generations. Nicks are basically a report 

of history and should not be used to project the 

ability of future horses. Two of the best racehors-

es that I have designed the matings for are An-

imal Kingdom and Mor Spirit. Both had “C” nick 

ratings when they were bred and still have “C” 

nick ratings today. Most would agree that they 

have turned out better than the average ratings 

would have suggested.

Selecting the most compatible stallions

for an individual mare.

Selecting or buying the perfect mare(s) for

an individual stallion (ie. Stallion share owner).

Selecting or buying the most compatible mares 

for a group of stallions (ie. Stallion farms).

Buying mares with an OPTIMAL Mating in utero.

Identifying stallion prospects with compatibility 

to a broad base of mares. The stallions that fit 

these profiles consistently produce superior

runners.

 

Identify broodmares with compatibility to a 

broad base of stallions. These profiles typically 

show that a mare has a greater capacity to

produce good runners.

 

Shortlisting yearlings (or weanlings) for

racehorse owners.

Shortlisting yearlings to pinhook to

two-year-old sales.

Shortlsting sales two-year-olds for

racehorse owners.

Handicapping. Most racehorses bred with

an OPTIMAL Mating will break their maiden

in their first two starts.

 There are no shortcuts to breed-

ing or selecting a superior horse. 

Choosing one method over anoth-

er is a subjective decision. I have 

had a great deal of success by 

applying a “big picture” analysis 

of racing potential with OPTIMAL 

Matings. In contrast, I have sold a 

lot of horses that brought a lot of 

money that I knew would never be-

come a good runner because they 

were not “wired” genetically to be. 

Again, OPTIMAL Matings offer a 

seven-generation view versus the 

three-generation pedigree shown 

in a sales catalog. How much can 

you truly know by looking at three 

generations?

 I am currently working with pro-

gram developers on a web-based 

computer program to analyze 

pedigrees for OPTIMAL Matings 

and hope to have it available soon. 

Meanwhile, if you are interested to 

see how combining OPTIMAL Mat-

ings with your current breeding 

and/or racing program, please do 

not hesitate to contact me. Maybe 

I can help you breed or buy a Ken-

tucky Derby winner, too.



Additional GRADED STAKES WINNERS

produced by utilizing OPTIMAL Matings:

  DRILL (G1)

  LADY FOG HORN (G2)

  CALL PAT (G2)

  DARK COVE (G2)

  THUNDER MOCCASIN (G2)

  EDGE OF REALITY (G3)

  SO BRILLIANT (G3)
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